MEMO: TO 3 BRANCHES OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Remember that ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report that begins, “Immediately following the Beijing Olympic Games…”

Fun and games, just fun and games man! – **1** hour **41** minutes and **2** seconds in the movie JFK.

**1421 The Year China Discovered America.**

The 4 digits 1421 when added or multiplied result in the same awesome number 8 which to the art 5,000 year old cultured Chinese people is “lucky”.

People are so lazy that is why they are comfortable with abstract art.

For those wanting a “briefing” prior to tomorrow’s broadcasted communiqué to President George W. Bush, like most including the Chinese around the world anxiously awaiting China’s response to the so brazen bailout this past Friday of the totally bankrupt United States of America’s Free Enterprise System that only works for the so very dumb, too superficial, filthy lazy rich trickling down the cost of getting rich on the backs of the “Poverty of Thought” stricken which cuts across all socio-economic levels and not just the poor who are not all stupid, just grossly misinformed - bearing in mind the FES started off on a very rocky foundation at the turn of the last century and has been crumbling ever since - you can email me while pledging an amount equal to what you can afford, and I will provide you with a “heads up” were China to simply take the advice of Michael, a quadriplegic, who rather than email me, argued on the phone earlier today, “That’s good, let’s leave China to take care of China” after I disagreed with his caregiver-lover-friend Joey who argued, “So, China is going to become even more isolationist and not allow Americans in!” when neither of them allowed me a word in edgeways to answer Joey’s question, “What is China going to do tomorrow?” which then had me, who
was in the middle of a 3 hour hike deep inside the Cleveland National Forest, responding without spelling out exactly what China should and is doing right now, “Yeah, China should take an isolationist position vis-a-vis the U.S. in an effort to protect themselves.”

Gold last trading at US$1,021.

China has the gold.

Golden Rule: Whoever has the gold makes the rules.

China has the military second-to-none and the world’s very best military, the Israel Defense Force, don’t have the best military intelligence in the world just because its best Special Forces commandos “shoot true” and who figured out when recognizing well prior to the start of Israel’s War of Independence 1947-1949 that the De Beers controlled US Government was no friend of the fledging Jewish State, to look for equally hard working and ingenious friends within the Jews of the Orient, well detailed in the Kabalah.

A little tired but happy looking former Maritime Israeli Special Forces - Flotilla 13 - commando and his Chinese-American daughter.

Were China not to continue being gracious towards the US and the United States of America’s increasingly fewer Allies, and sell off, starting immediately following the first draft of this heavily broadcasted communiqué all their worthless US Treasury Bills which they knew were worthless when they first started purchasing them decades ago, the ethnic cleansing civil war that sell-out President Bill-Cecil “Rhodes-DeBeers Scholar-Lawyer” Clinton predicted with a full year left in office, would occur in the next instant; bearing in mind such a very bloody civil war is now already fully underway; just ask Lily White Wheaty Eater Dr. John K. Pollard’s two
mostly Mexican-American gang banger grandchildren who if schooled right by their MIT and Cornell University educated grandfather would know not only to refrain from blaming President George W. Bush but to get on their hands and knees and thank God for George W. Bush who has managed quite miraculously to prevent the civil war the US out-of-control military-industrial complex has created in Afghanistan and Iraq from reaching our borders, all the while George W. Bush did make the very grave mistake of not granting the President of China, some 1.5 billion strong, a formal State Dinner when Mr. Hau last visited, such a slight not lost for a single moment on the well educated Chinese who also remember why the US Government very recently twice executed a coup de tête in Haiti housing some 6 million Haitians, the same number of Tibetans, for fear that the democracy that had just begun to take root in Haiti would spread throughout the rest of the America’s including here in the United States.

What goes around comes around with a vengeance!

And in the instant that China takes the advice of Michael and totally collapses the fast collapsing so very blood stained US-DeBeers Dollar, in that same instant using their greatly revalued currency then shuts off the US from the world oil market allowing China to proceed full steam ahead and service without a worry in the world about inflation its own market some 5 times that of the US and whose workers are paid in a currency that is growing in stature with each passing moment even if China remains gracious in its victory having won World War III without firing a shot, YET!

When one has welfare recipients, not taking responsibility for their stupidity here in the United States whether it be their obesity or breaking their neck in a 30 foot head first dive after they failed to become a quadriplegic just prior in several 60 foot plus dives, so arrogantly expressing mostly, besides for their ignorance, how very warped is their knowledge base despite so much time on their hands to research the gunboat-Regime Change-policy of the US that included one US President after the next sending to South Africa our most advanced nuclear aircraft carriers such as the Enterprise in mid-1964; so very much in denial are these head strong lunatics about the history of the United States beginning but not ending with the United States leading an 8 Allied Nations invasion of China in 1900, one doesn’t need to have much explanation as to why China whose people set the scholastic levels wherever they travel and it making perfect sense they fuel the world’s economy, didn’t give any explanation why the so non-aggressive relatively speaking incredibly hard working 1.5 billion odd art filled cultured people refused landing rights to 3 United States Navy vessels this past Thanksgiving including a vessel that was in distress.

Michael, by the way, has a masters in fine arts and would therefore understand perfectly well the backbone of a money cultured people such as US Americans, relying only these day on our ability to spin-spineless.
I now invite Michael as well as Joey who know how very sweet I can be to participate in my forthcoming seminar-workshop, **WE DUG OUR HOLE ALL THE WAY TO CHINA**

In addition those emailing me, better yet sharing their email addresses with me, you will receive very possibly ahead of President Bush more photos showing the intensity of the color imprinted in the landscape by last night’s snow and the scattered clouds added to the grandeur of it all.
In the meantime think about this.

Create your own job by creating a problem that is too big for the masses to understand.

And at the same time they have to care about the environment and worrying about people still wanting to play golf in the desert.

So many contradictions.

It’s a money compromise.

That’s corruption.

Why can’t “we the people” find money in people who actually support the preservation of this environment?

Are they not rich enough?

Come on give me a break!

Maybe it is a lazy approach. Maybe it is much easier to attract golfers than to attract hikers, photographers, and artists; pure nature loving people. It could be just even families, kids.

We are forgetting about our kids.
How about preserving the next generation for a change?

Preserving what’s left of the environment for the next generation!

“O we care so much about our children!”

Yeah, the American family. Yeah, we brainwashed that one.

Freedom, Freedom, Freedom.

When your kid just turns on you, let us know how much you have done.

The kids see through the bs.

I nor my wife are that old that we cannot remember.

Some of our parents were good.

It is not what is going on here.

Here in the US us parents make it too easy to opt out.

Yes, there is too little “God” left in humanity.

Marie Dion Gevisser and I were never real big religious persons but we are not alone in discovering new aspects.

We all laugh at environmentalists. They pull at our “emotional purse strings” and at the same time we are totally hypocritical about our being “just a little person”.

You-me-we own our lifestyle and how we-you abuse the environment.

That was the whole “dessert” [sic] experience yesterday.

This place Anza Borrego was beautiful until we got to this little green as green golf complex for the lazy “fat cats”.

How about transforming it in to a preserve for plant species?

Wouldn’t you be just happy to look at the native surroundings; this beautiful mountain range and this plant life that requires no upkeep? Why do you have to transform it to suite your warped-need-vision,

“I need this to be happy, I need this other thing as well to be happy, just because I have enough money to afford to change it to my vision of comfort”? 
Anza Borrego has never made it like Palm Springs where all the money is and so Anza Borrego residents put up with just one golf course.

It is not convincing.

You have to be corrupt to go along with this illogical reasoning; you and all the people including the artists, the photographers, the hikers, the nature lovers not doing their job!

Why can’t they preserve this? It is not hard. It is just lazy, lazy, lazy! Fuck Yeah! I just want to do my painting!

If this is all a little too “edgy” also let me know why.
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